Some consequences of MA + ¬wKH  by Todorčević, Stevo B.
.&at wKX4 &mite> thb:~-rratbmsnt: Ihe~~c%i8ta~a ,vi-trce d power wl with >wl 
ul-bnnabi#, m us&lo~&~c~tbods oi [6] md.[l3], we lllf prove the consistency ofMA + 1 wKH. 
‘i+n we *all pqc that MA + 1wKH impliar the f&owing: (a) There is no o-den@ (splitting) 
‘mt d powet bl; (b) Every LOTS of &dy uz hb a adisjoini’rr-base; (c) There is no Baire 
LOIS d power 01 without isolated point3; (d) Every p&c&y normal non-Archimedian space of 
weight o1 is metrizabie. These results arc connected toproblems from E4], [IO], [73 and 1151, 
, 
rcqmbw& A part of thee results was annamed in 1173. 
AIMS (MB) Subj. Class. (1970): 02KO5, MA25 
Tree u4ense pet Martin’s Axiom weak form of Kurepa hypothesis 
(iii) (Va < Cp < A )(Vx E 71a)(3yh yz 42 TBM Yr ic Ya) a SK -C r*Y 1, yz); 
{:iv) (Va!ch)~x,y~T,)(limla:~~(x=~c-,(~,x)~=(~~y)r)). 
Let T be an wl-tree. We say T is Amszaj~ if it has no cofinai branches and 
uncountable lcveis. T is S’din if it has no uncountable antichain. 
A prode of T is an arbitrary equivalence class of the n%latiim - on T, which we 
defineby:x-yiff(*,x)T= ( l , y)~ (see [9, p. 72J). Let us order every node At of T by 
linear ordering +. The nsturahder of T is the relation < defined by: x: f y ilf x <Ty 
~rx~~yandr(x)<~t(y),wherer(x)istht~~-~e~tef~mentof(~~x)~-(~,~~)~z~~) 
is the ST -least element of (9, y)~ - ( l ) x)T and N == N(x, y) node of 2’ which 
contains t(x) and r(y) (see [9, p. 127, “ordonnance naturelie”]). 
Call a topological space XBlum&q iff for any real-valued function f on X, there 
exists a dense subspace D z X such that fl D is continuous. 
In &%ction 1 we shall use method of forcing and we refer the reader to [8 J where we 
take terminology notation and basic lemmas, Let PI be a poset in a c.t.=rr. A4 of ZFC. 
Let I22 be a term of the (M, P&forcing language such that, in M, II-P, *‘& is a poset”. 
In M let . 
Define a partial ordering on P&P* (in M) by 
If G1 is M-generic subset of PI and G2 is M[G&generic subset of iGI(Pz), then 
is M-generic subset of P&P2 and M[GJ[GzJ = M[G&G~]. Conversely, if G is 
M-generic subset of P@&, then Gi= (p f3q((p, q)E G)} is 
and Gz =z (i~.la)l3p((p, q)e G)} is &f/G&generic subset I..- 
M[G]. PI 63 PZ satisfies c.c.c. iff PI Fatisfies C.C.C. and It-p1 “Pa satisfiw c.c.c.“. 
If p = (~1, pz) E PI (3 P2 we write p1= proj(p). We define the motion of ItcvtMm 
sequence like in [6, pO 2’71]. 
The predicate “< Pe 11’ c A ) is an iteration ~q~mnce of length A” is defined 
recursion on A, as follows. 
A = 0. (3 is an iteration sequence of length (” 
1 /\ = 1. ((PO, 0)) is aa iteration sequence of l!l. ngth 1 for any poset PO. 
Iim(A),h Ml. (P&<A)isaniter tion squ e ace of length A 
is an iteration sequence of length S). 
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A + 1, lim(A), A >O. fPt 16 <A -t 1) is an iteration sequence of length A + 1 iff 
(PC; j&c A) is an iteration sequence of length A and -.& = (p lp is a function r& 
dom(p)=A & for, some finite sr;t XlzA, -(V%<A)[~~EP~ & proj(pe+l)=pe & 
(p,+r$((p& ~)w$EX)~ with p~~++(tl~<A)(p~~& Notice that Pn is unique, 
I PA the-&et timit of the iteration sequence (& 14 < A). 
I_et lim(A) and let (P& 16 c h + 1) be an iteration sequence. If Pe satisfies the C.C.C. 
for all p<A, then PA satisfies the xc‘:. (see [16]). 
1. A amdel Of MA+ lwi:H 
A construction of a model of the theory MA+ -xvKH will run parallel to a 
construction ofa model of the theory 1KH + MA + 1 CH in 16, Section 31, replacing 
the poset P(K) (i.e. the Levy-type collapsing forcing which makes K be w2 in the 
extension, K inaccessible) byMitchell’s posct R = R~(u, ~1, K) from [13, p. 261. 
Let T be an Aronszajn tree. Define a poset P = P(T) as follows. The elements of P 
are finite mappings p such that dam(p) E T, ran(p) c Q (the rationals), and (Vs, t E 
dom( p))(s < t -) p(s) +p(t)). The ordering on P is a G 4 -p 2 q. 
By virtue of a theorem of Baumgartner one knows that P is a C.C.C. poset (see [6, 
Lemma 3.33). 
Lemma 1.1. Let Mbe a urn. of ZFC, T an Aronszajn tree in M, P = [P(T)l”. Let U 
be any A -tree in M, with cfM (A j > w. Let G be M-gerrerk subset sf I? Let b be a cofinal 
branch of U in M[G]. 7’hen b E M 
Proof. Lemma follows from Lemma 3.5 in [6] and from the following Lemma the 
proof of which is built up by arguments contained in [6, pp. 289-2903. Cl 
1.2. LetBbe a c.c.c, complete Boolean algebra and let T be a h-tree, cf(h) > o. 
J”ihek is a term 1 of V@’ such t&t 111 is a cofinal branch of % not in p 11” > 0, then there 
an a &&in tree S and d term b of VCB) such that 116 is a cofinaf bra& of !!$ not in 
QB>(5. Cl 
The proof of the following Lemma runs like the: one of Lemma 3.7 in [6], therefore 
we omit it. 
1.3. Let M be a c&m. of ZFC, ar Q hit ordinal in A& (P< 15’ < a -t- 1) on 
Ta A-treeir2MwiA 
Let M be a c.t,m. of ZFC+ V = L and let K be the fimt inaccessibIe cardinal in M. 
Define: C‘ in M as the poset of ail finite functions p such that dom( e) s K and 
ran( p:‘s 2, ordered by p +q *p 2 4. Thus, C is the usual poset fcx addkg K Cohen 
reals to En, If G is M-generic subset of p (which it will be from now on), then 2” = K in 
M[G]. Also, as C satisfies c.c.c, in M, M and M[G] have the same curdim& and 
cofinality function. For y c K, we set 
C.,={p~Cid~m(p)cy), CY={pECldom(p)ny=O}. 
Since we clearly have C = CY x CT we see that GT = G n C,, is M-generic subset of 
C, Gr = G n Cy is M[G,]-generic subset of C and M[G]= M[G.JG’]. 
Let B bc the complete Boolean algebra determined by C, isomorphed SO that C is 
a dense subset of B. For each y*= K, let B, be the complete Boolean algebra 
determine,’ by C,,, isomorphed so :,hat y<6 a: K implies that B, is a complet 
slbafg.;bra of Bs is a complete subafbebra ofB. 
In M, Let F be the set of all functions f such that: 
(1) dam(f) z K and ran(j’) cB; 
(2) idom(f)i s W; 
(3) f(y)E By+0 for all y<K. 
Using F we define a poset P in M[G] as follows. Forfe F define T:dom(f)-, 2 (in 
M[G]) by T((r)=1+3p~G) (p~,~f(y)), for all y~dom(T)=dom(f). Let P= 
{Jlf~ F} and partially order P by fc,g e*f=, #. 
Define a poset Q with domain C x F try setting, in M, 
(p, f) +j ((I, gwp cq & &’ b “Jq’*- 
By the Product Lemma, if K is M-generic subset of Q with G = {p E C 1 (p, 8) tz K} 
and H is defined as { f~ PI (8, f) E K}, then H is M[G]-generic subset of P and 
M[K] =f M[G][H]. 
Consequently, 0 is &(o, ~1, I# from [13, p. 261: Define a partial ordering SF 
on F, in M, by f+g-1It-C “fzg”. Clearly, f +g iff dom( f) zdom(g) and 
f(v) a&y), for all y E dam(g). 
Suppose that, in M, 6; c 01 and (f’ 1 a < 8) is a sequence ofmembers of F such that 
cu<P<S-*faCFfu.Defineg:U(dom(f,)la<~)-,Bby 
g(v)=VB(fa~y)la<6 and SEdom(,f,)), 
We wde g = /\trc8fa, since it is easily seen thatr I E F here, and that g SFfa, for all 
dy es. 
Let us indicate some properties of the p:41se; Q. If y <OF then p[“4y)= 
PMrG’(y) and wrrK1 MIffI =Wl (= u?> (see [ 1 Z Corollary 3.21). Gp has the K-CC. in M 
(see [ 13, Lenma 3.31). ,yrK1 = K (see [13, Ckol!ary 3.41). 
In iW, for Y<K, set E$=(flylfEF}, It“-{f--fEyIf@}, C&=CrXFW Q’= 
By the Lemma 3.6 from [ 13) it fallows that if y’ + w < y for each y’ < y, then KY is 
Me KY is A@&]-generic subset of Qy and iW[K,][K y ] = 
ally order F’ in M[C, j by: 
f +qig - (3p E GJ[ p II-C “f 1 g”] (notation SF as above). 
[13,Lemma3.71, Lety+oBA,S<ol,andiet (f&x ~8) beasequence 
of mvd!ws of Fv in M[KJ such th ‘t u <p <S -+ fa s Ffm. Then the?e is a g = 
Aacdfe E: EY such that M[G+ (Vu (b;)(g sFf,A. Cl 
The following lemma is analogous to Izmma 3.6 from [6). 
Lenuna 1.5. Let u > WV be a regular cardinal in M and let R Le a C.C.C. poset in 
A#[K,,]. lktI& M[K,)]-generic subsetof R and let T be any h-tree on M[K,][I], where 
&(A) > o. Let b be u cofinal branch of T in M[K][l]. ?rzen b E M[K,][I]. 
. By virtue of the Product Lemma we have that 
M[~~l~~#@‘l[HVl = MUWI, 
while the corresponding eneric conditions are holding and where Hv = If ,-Y Pv and 
H’ =HnP”. 
Suppose that the conclusion of Lemma does not hold, i.e. that some cofinal branch 
b of T in M[K][I] is not in M[K,,IfI]. As every Suslin tree from M[KJl] is also 
Suslin in M[K,,][I~G”] ( a well known fact), by Lemma 1.2 we infer that b is not in 
M[KJ[I][G”]. Assume that the domain of T be an ordinal p in M, i.e. that 
T = (p, s T) and To = (0). 
As we shall be dealing with many forcing rel,ations imultaneously we shall omit 
the signs “, O in elements of the corresponding f arcing language. 
Thus, there are r E I, p E G’ and f E F’ such That 
r IkFrKul “[T zz 0, , +) is a h-tree, To = (0) and (p, f) Ik-$KvH’l “b 
is a cofinal branch of T and be M[K,][I][G”]]“]“. 
Suppose that r = lo, p =O and f 48 and that we work in M[K,]. It is easy to see 
that R x C” satisfies C.C.C. 
Claim 1. I.& a < A and f E F”. There is f’eFf such that 
1 wR “(3~ E T,)((O, f’) kQu “y E b”C 
(sketch). By induction one builds up a sequence ((~5 pa, ft, yd 16 <: sb, Sax 
‘ 
The ordinal 8 will be determine by the axWrW8an ‘br’di~g down. Since 
{&, pk) 1 e < 6) will be p&wise incompatible: in R x CP, we will necessarily have 
8 (Ml. 
Thus, in the construction of the sequence ((~6, ~6, &, ye) 16 C 6) one uses a well 
known Easton’s argument together with the Lemma X .4 (see e&g [l& Lemma 3.1]). 
Let f = ,&& E F” be element as in Lemma L4. It .is easily seen that f satisfies 
the conclusion of the claim. a 
Claim 2. Let Q < h, fe F’, and suppose that 1 it- R “(Gy E T&)((0, fl II- QM “y E W’)“. 
Then there are p < A, @ > cy and p, f’ G FV8 p, f” +# SU& that 
1 i/-R “[if X E T, & (8, f) tb~u “x E b”, then there are x0, x1 G Ts, 
~‘P#‘,nc<~.~*,~~,suchthat (~,f)I~~~“r’fb”,foreveryi<2]“. 
Proof (sketch). The proof runs like the one of Claim 2 in the pr(Dof of Lemma 3.6 in 
[6]; therefore we indicate only the basic items. First, we set up, by induction a 
sequence ((r+ pe, g, f iv x!, xl, x6 &)l@cS), and S<OI, so that: 
(i! @S+~,ER & pEd7’& f:EF” &x&Ep & #?&A; 
(ii) ~<f“CSj(r~~~~)~:(?~$,~~) (in RWZ’) &f> +f++f; 
(iii) r6 I/- R “[x6 E T, & (8, f) it- 0’ “‘X6 E b”‘y’; 
(iv) re ikR “(xi E Tsc & ~4 #xi & ~6 <TX: & (p&i) i)-cp “x: E b”]“. 
The ordinal 6 will be determined by the construction breaking down. Since 
((,k, pe) I(5 < 6) will be pairwise incompatible in R x CV, we will necessarily have 
SC&J*. 
I,et fb = Atea fi E F” bt: an element as in Lemma 1.4 and let @ = sup(& 1 J c S}. By 
the Claim 1 there are f’ +fL, i C’ 2., SO that 
1 It-R “(+ E To){@, fi) k Q* “ )$ E ,“)“. 
p, f” and f * satisfv the conclusion of the Claim 2. : U 
BY induction on IsI we shall define sequences (4; 1s ~~2) and (a, 1 n Cd ~0 that: 
(i) sP-2-+f,~F~: 
(ii) sGt-,f,+fS; 
(iii) rr K r-77 -+ on < a, t < A ; 
(iv) if s E “2, then It R “(3)~ eT&((8, fs) lb Q” +‘y E b”*“9’: 
iv) if s E “2, then 
1 lb R “[if x E ‘Ta, $r (8, fS) Il- Q, “x E I ‘$ then thlxe are x0, XI E Ta,,,, 
X0 x1, x ~4’. ,Txo9 xl, such that 9fs-~)l~~1' "Xf 4s b", ia]'". 
that we arc: at stage ~1, lfavin efins;d (fS Is E ‘32) 
so by Claim 2 we can find ,fS SFfs and &~a,, SUGh that 
x0 if 2, x +x0, x’, such that (0,f:> II-QU “XI E b”, i <2-j*‘* 
Let (I?,+1 = su&?$Is E “2). F‘dr each s o “2, ie{O, I}, extend ffi to ;t;-i se that I lb- R 
“(3Y t” T,,,J0,JhN- ~ Q” “y e b”)” That compktes the c~nstrudm. 
&an now an we shall work in h [.&][I]* Let us define a.sequence (x, 1s ~22) as 
folla&. Let ~a== 0. Assume that (nt 1s E ‘L’2) be defined, so that x, E rPa,,, and 
(@,f3) ii- 0~ “xs e b”. By the property (v) of sequences (fs 1 s E Ytj and 
SO that (0, fs-i) Ii- 
QV “xsni E b’*& That eomptetes the construction. 
Ut I = (UC&,,,) - (lJ&) be a segment of the set LJG. Thus, one has a decreasing 
sequence (flt& 1 n < o) E MCK,,.,] of elements from F’; consequently, bythe Lemma 
1.4 this mesns that some p E G,+, and ft = Anear fl n E FV satisfy, p Ik cfi 2 fir,* for 
every n c O. L,et p’ = p -p r v, then (p’* fd) GQ~ (0, f& for everjt n < a. Let cr) = 
sup(aA In c cu). As b is cofinal in T (in M[K]Cd]) therms arc’ (g, f) e a~( p’, fi) and 
x E T, such that (4,fl It’~y *‘x E b”. Straightforward from the construction one infers 
that 
i.e. (% f) it- QW “I E M[KJ[I]” contrarily to the M[.KJ[I]-generic property of the set 
2 = (UG,,,)- (t_&,). This finishes the proof of the Lemma 1.5. 0 
Let N =Mr%‘]. We work in N until further notice. Let us quote a Devlin’s 
modification of the iteration sequence of Solovay and1 Tennenbaum [Ml. 
Let R be any poset, then the set of all Xe NfR’ such that I/X 5 GI x &//” = I is 
in one-one wrrespondemee with t”i”“l’lPO(R). Thus, if I? satisfies C.C.C. and if 
fR 14 ~2, then 
because 2” = 2”’ = ~12. Let T be a function such that for each C.C.C. poset PF of power 
at most 02~ 7(R) is an enumeration f{X E h”“‘jJw G & x&JR = I} of type ~2. Let 
p : or;kX e+w2 be such that p(& e’) 3 & 6’ for all 6, ’ and let hi be t 
functians to p, with p(j(E), j(e)) i=: 6 for zrll e. 
We define an iteratian sequence 
(i) 6 s m:! -or .!Q satisfics C.C. 
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Case 1. It is not the case that I+ IQ N “5 is 8 c.c.c. partial ordering of &‘?, Then.set 
&.+I =. R&d 
Case 2. Case 1 fails and I/“there is a Suslin tree T and a term B of the §-forcing 
language such that 11‘71 is a cofinal branch of * not in ;V[Ie 1” iblls > 0" IIRt = 0, where 4 
is an N-generic subset of Re Then set R~+I = R&S. 
Cm 3. Otherwise. Then d > 0, where nf = jp‘therc is a Suslin tree T and a teg b of 
the S-forcing language such that lp‘b is a cofinal branch 19’i’nscst in ~.V[IJ”‘]]” >@“lfR4 
So, by ,the maximum principle there is To E N’RJ such tl;at: 
(i) /‘*To is a Suslin tree “ljRc 2= 1; 
(ii) d’ER,j~’ h t ere is a term b of the s-forcing Iangbapit: such that )l”b is a cofinal 
branch of $ not in N[I,]“” 11” >~*‘jl”. 
Let C’E N’Re) be such that I/&, G’) =P(To)llRe = 1, .:lhere P(To) is as defined 
earlier, the poset of finite embeddings of TO into Q. Set RE+I = Re@E: where 
?? = (WI, s’) in N (*E). This terminates the construction of the sequence (IQ, I[ c 02). 
One checks by induction that the conditions (i> and (ii) are satisfied. 
Let 4 l>e an N-generic subset of R = R,. The validity of N[I]I= “MA +2” - ~2” 
was p:roved in [6, Lemma 3.121. Therefore let us still prove that N[IjC= -IwKH. 
Let T = (w:, sT) be an wl-tree in N[I]. We need to prove that T has owl cofinal 
branches. By means of the Truth Lemma for forcing with R over N, we can find 
8 c.0; such that ‘FE N[&J. Now, N = (tfIQN, and, essentially, K c K = w?, so we 
can (by thr: condensation Lemma) find v < K, such that T, I‘$ f M[K,][&] (V > WY is 
a regular cardinal in AZ). I& is a C.C.C. poset in M[&] as ro is in M[KJ Hence all 
conditictns in Lemma 1.5 are satisfied for M[&.], & and T. Therefore every cofinal 
branch of I’ in N[&] is in M[K,]&j. Every cofinai braach of T from N[I] is in N(&]. 
This is checked by induction argument on the iteration sequence (REI[s ~2) in N, 
Limit stages in the induction follow immediately from Lemma 1.3 and the Factor 
Lemma for the iteration sequences <see 16, Lemma 1.41). And succesor stagzs in the 
induction follow from the definition of R Q+l from R@ Namely, if one has the Case 2, 
then every cof%al branch of Tfrom N[&,J is in N[&] by Lemma 1.2. For th(; Case 3 
the conclusion follows from Lemma 1 .I. Thus every cofir.al branch of T from N[I] i-5 
in ~EKXJ. 
Since IQ,, 0 RajM < K, K is an inaccessible cardinal in .A$[&][&] = MC&, @Is] (sele 
Section 0). This means that T has CK cofinal branches in M[Ky][&] an4 therefore 
also <K = (1~~ N”l cofinal branches in N[I], what was to ba proved. 
Remark 6.6. Let M be a c.t.m. of ZFC+ V = L and let X <K be regular uncounaable 
cardinals in M, K being inaccessible in M. If in the definition of the set of functions F, 
ac the beginning of this section, the condition (2) is replaced by (2)‘: Idam( < X (i.e. 
if Q = R&, A, K) from [13, p. 261) rind if in M[Kj we &fine9 analogously a C.C.C. 
iteration sequence (R&G K). then M and N[I] have the Fame cardinals =GA as’wetl 
BK, (,-+)Nr*‘= K, while in N[l’j one has: 
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.(i) MA+Y = KS 
(ii) 7wIcJtis, 
where’for an-arbitrary regular uncountable cardinal v 
wKH, : There b,‘rsts a N-tree T of power <V such that cf(p) > w and that ‘:F haa iat 
least Y cofinal branches. 
Thus WKH,, = WKH. 
Remk 1.7. lf K is weakly compact cardinal in M, then in N[1] there: is no 
02-Aronszajn trees. Let-us aSS!trne contrary, i.e. that T= (K, +) is an 02-Aronszajn 
tree in N[I], such that c <:,9 for a < Tp. Let (in N) D :-icy < ~!lim(cu) & $& E 
M[&]j, then a is a closed unbounded subset of K in IV’. Since Q satisfies K-CX. there 
is, in M, a closed unbounded subset E of K such that E E LX VVorking in kl and using 
the assumption that K be weakly compact cardinal, like in the proof of Theorem 5.8. 
in 1131, we infer the existence of an inaccessible cardinal A E E, such that Trh E 
M[KJ&] and that ‘!QA in MfK,][&] h as no cofinal branches, But if we choose any 
xETA andsetb=(s, .x)= then by arguments above we cai;l prove b E M [KA ][IA 3, a 
co:ntradiction. 
Analogously, owe proves that in the model from Remark 1.6 (if K is weakly 
compact in M) there is no K-Aronszajn trees in N[I]. 
2. On the pawer sf u-dense pas&s 
Recall that a partially ordered set (poset) P is c-dense if the intersection of any 
countable family of den,se initial sections of P is again a dense initisl se&m of P. We 
assume: that all cx posets are such that every element has an inc:ompati,ble pair of 
cxlcnsions. In [4] the following principle was formulated: 
DA: If P is a u-dense poset of power WI and if 9 is a far, ily of ~1 dense initial 
sections of P, there is a set G which is :$-generic on P i.e. G is a pairwise 
compatible, final section of P such that D n G f 0, for every E) E .9? 
It was proved in [d] that DA is implied by MA + --CH and that Dih imp1ie.s -ICH. If 
T= tr, +-) is a Suslin tree then (T, 3~) is a-dense poset of power wt. Thus 
DA + SK. In [4, p, 751 the author quotes that without assuming CET he does not know 
any o--dense poset of power ol (other than a Susiin tree, or modifications to a Suslin 
tree). By virtue of Section 1 and of the folIowing &eorem it follol,ws that thei-e is no 
absolute example of a a-dense poset of power ~1. 
Theorem 2.1 (DA + 1 wKH). ?%epe is no g-dense p&set c$ power ol. 
Proof. Assume the contrary, i.e. thot there exists a e-dense poset ,F’ of power brie. Let 
(a,10 <wJ enumerate P. Xnductively on levels ‘T,, (Y <WI we shall define a tree 
T =:: (T, Be) where T is a subset of B = RO(P). ASURW that a! (~1 Iand that 
T@, @ < a was defined so that VT@ =landphq=Ofoteveryp,qET&pfq.First, 
assume a = p + 1. Let x E Te Pick p, q E P, p, q G rtx, p incompatible with q. If 
_r h pa > 0 (in B), we pick p here with p s s A pm. Extend (pV q) to a maximal pairwise 
incompatible subslet of {r c Blr s B.x}, say A(X)- 
Let ‘ph = u(Aiw)[x E T@}. If lim(a), then T, =(/j&1& is an (T-branch of Tla and 
All > 0 (in B)). As B is u-dense VTa = I. Let T = uTaia QW~) and T = (z 
then T is an ol-tree while 1’ is dense in B, this means that (‘I, G,) is a-dense poset. 
Let us prove that T has >clrl cofinal branches, in contradiction with YwKH. 
Suppose the contrary, i.+ 0 that T has goI cofinal branches. Let 98 be the collection 
of all coRna branches of T. For each b E @ the set O(&= T-b is open and 
dense in (T, s :$). Let D, = u{Tsltr cig uz WI} for every cx CQ)~. Let 4F= 
{.D(b# E 99) 0 {&la < 01). Then 9 is a collection of power ar of dehse open subsets 
of (T, :ss). By the assumption LM there is o s-generic set 0 s T. From G nD, ire (8, 
a < wI it follows that D is cofinal branch of T, i.e. G E a. ‘I’hus D(G) = T-G E ZE, 
what means that G n (T - G) # 0, contradiction. Cl 
In [ 4, p. 753 Devlin formulated also the following principle 
DAY If P is a o-dense poset satisfying 02-c.c., and if 9 is a collection of a31 dense 
initial sections of 1D, then P has an p-generic subset. 
Hc proved that A4A + 1CI-I + DA* + DA (see [4, Theorem D]). 
Theorem 2.2 (DA* + 1wKH). 7%erc is no c-dense posed satisfying 02-4~. that is not 
wit-dense. 
Proof, Assume the contrary, i.e. that here exists a v-dense poset P satisfying ra)a-c.c. 
and that is net oz-dense. Let B = RO(P). Since B is not ars-dense we may assume 
that 10, Ia < wl} is a collection of ~1 dense open subsetsof B - {O}, the intersection of
which is empty. In a way like above we define an 01 -tree T = (T, a~), T S-B -{Cl}, SO 
that. ra+l G D,, for every a <ol. Let us prove that T has >wl cofinal branches, 
contradicting IwKH. Suppose the opposite, i.e. that T has 601 cofinal branches. 
Let 3 be the collection of all cofinal branches of ?f. Let 
‘D(b) = {x E B -(O)l x <Et, for some t 6. ‘T -b), 
for every b E 3 and Let 
s>L = (x E B -(0)1x SB t, for some t E ’ h}, 
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(a*< WI). Now, this means that Z~ and t are two incompatible elements in 6, which 
ible. 0 
R 2.3. By virtue of the preceding theorem it follows easily that in the model 
N[I] from Section 1. Remark 1.7 there is no cr-dense poset P satisfying 02-c.c. 
Assume theacontrary that P is such a poset in N[I]. If P is oz-denss, then in 
N[I] me can define  y an cu24uslin xee in B = Ml(P) which contradicts he fact 
that in N[I] there is no a*-Aronszajn tree. Thus, P is not o2-dense. P -in one g,cts 
now a contradiction with Theorem 2.2. 
3. On the K&qmxa 
In [IO] Kurepa introduced the following generalisation of +.he separability of 
topological spaces. A topological space X is a &-space iff there exists a countable 
family of discrete subsp~ees of X, the union of which is dense in X. We shall speak 
also that X has the &-property. 
The &-property is satisfied by some important classes of topological spaces like: 
met&able spaces, dyadic bicompacts, dispersed spaces etc. Unlike the separabillity 
the I&-property is preserved under the multiplication ofany number of factors, 
In the same paper Kurepa indicates that the Suslin continuum is not a &-space 
and raises the question of the existence oflinearly ordered sets without uncountable 
well-ordered or inversely well-ordered subsets which do not hav: the &-property. 
Example 3.1. Let S G 01 be a stationary set having complement also stationary. Let 
E be the set of all closed (in ol) subsets of S and let =I, on E, be t:h$ relation “is an 
initial segment of” and let i = =h f. Then (I!?, 4) is an ol-tree 2nd (I?, I=) is a 
adense poset (see [1] or [S]:r. Every node N of the tree (E, =I) of an Mated height is 
of power 01 and therefore is totally orderable by CN so that (N, +) has no extremal 
pointsand that tp(N, <N) br$ a real uncountable type. Let then < be the correwpond- 
ing Mural ordering of the tree (B, =I) (see Section 0). Let us prove that 
01, U? $ tp(E, <) and that the linearly ordered topological space (E, <) is not a 
&space. The relations ~1, or $ tp(E, <) follow easily from the fact that (E, =I) has 
no cofinal branches. ‘Therefore it remains to prove that (I?, <) is rtot a &&space. 
Assume the contrary, i.e. that (IT, 4 is a -space, Ihen it follows easily that (IT’, a) 
has a @disjoint c+base, As {E’l’lx eE} is a w-base of (E, < i, where E” = 
{y G El~--iy},~we mlty assume to have ” ‘oint +base 69’ = L)dP,l,r < ccs} ofsets of 
the form E”, x E s. Let A, := {x~E" e -1< O.1st isobviout hat A,, is an antichain 
of (E, =4),' and we can suppose that A, is maximal, for every pe 
Let us assume 
Let (g, C) be the Dedekind comp!etion ofthe ordered set (B, <); then (4 -<) b;;e 
continuum such that WI,, o!%tp(@, <) and the spas (g, 5) is nQt a, K+ 
Consequently (Es C> is a totally ordered continuum satisfflng the first w&m of 
countability, and containing no metrizable ense subspa- beauae otherwise it 
would have the &-property. 
!%emark 3.2. In 3.1 an ordered continuum C(S) was assigned to every uncountable 
S c w1 and it was proved that if S is stationary and costationary then C(S) satisfies 
the first axiom of countability and has no a-disjoint w-base (i.e. has m .dense 
metrizable subspace). This answers the following question of B.A. Efimov and GJ. 
&rtanov (see [2; 2.121 and f3; Problem)): Roes (in 2ZV) there exist a &&et- 
Urysohn compact Hausdorff space containing no met&able dense subspace? I 
We can a!so prove that if S and S’ are disjoint stationary subsetsof ~1; then C(S) 
and C(S’) are not Blumberg spaces while C(S) x C(S’) is a Blur&erg space thus 
answering a question of W.A.R. Weiss (see [19; Question fiand 4)). For this, and a 
more detailed exposition of Example 3.1, see [ 181 and [ I%J. 
The linearly orderled space in Example 3.1 has power 2” ; therefore itis natural to 
raise the question of t:he xistence ofa linearly ordered spaces of power oda which is 
not a &-space. As quoted above such a space is obtained from 1 SH*From Section 1 
and the following theorem it follows that there is no absolute xample of such a 
space. 
Theorem 3,s (DA + 1wKH). Every linearly ordered topulugicd sp~e of &ttsity tm 
has a a-disjoint n-base. 
Proof. One= checks easily that we may restrict he argument to linearly ordwed 
spaces (X, <) of pow*er tiI so that (X, <) is a dense linearly ordered set. 
contrary, i.e, that here exists uch a space (X, <) without disjoint 1~9 
lthe coilection of all open subsets of X each of which as a subspace h 
n-base. Assume thal: $1 # 0. Let us prove that eve ry chain in (9, s) i 
may consider only s -well-ordered chains. ‘Set I =r: {l&la c Cs}, a strictly, S - 
increasing S-sequence in (%, G). Let S, be th:. se-~ ofall convex components ofthe 
open set UQ and let S = IJ(§,& c 6). The p >set (S, G) is 
&S = the set of all cr-minimal elements from $, G). Let I E 
maximal chain in (S, s) such that b(P) 3 jl. Qn t verifies easily that S = IJ(b(?r)lIe & 
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E), I E.A’, i.e. it is sufficient to prove that the union of s-we&=o rdered increasing 
sequer4ce of open convex with c-disjoint w-base has a cr-disjoint ?r-base, A 
simple proof of this item is to the reader. Let U be a maximal slement of the set 
5). As X has no clhdisjoint *base we have X0=X - fi sled 11and every open 
subset of X0 .is without s-disjoiht W~MS~. Thus, we may assume that X0 =X. 
Let (x& < (~1) be an enumeration ofX. By induction on fevels &, it G w,~ we shall 
define a partition tree of (X, <). Let ‘.$== {X} and let LX $ WI be such an ordinal that 
TB, J3 < a be already defined. Assume o = @ + 1. Let I E Ts, III> 1 and let x be an 
interior point to the set 1, under the condition that x = Q if xs is an interior plaint of I. 
LetIo=(~,x]n~,~~~(x,*)nlandT,=U((f~,Ir}(lETB,1~1)1).Iflim(a)thenwe 
put T, = (nblb is an u-branch in Tfar and nb # , Let 7’ = cJ$+& s al} and let 
T’ ={I E TI 111~ 1). One checks traightforward that for every x c z c y there is 
1 E 2”’ such that z E I E (5 y). j Thus, (T’, S) is a (splitting) poset of power al. 
According to Theorem 2.1 we know that (T’, G) is not v-dense. L.9:: {f&In < o} be a 
system of open dense subsets of (T, G), the intersection D of whi& is not dense in 
( T4, z).* Consequently, there exists an 10 E T’ such that D n {1 E 7’11 I=’ 101 = 0. Let E,, 
be tb set of all a-minimal members of D,, n{1 E T’lr G&J, n < w. Let !Pn = 
{int(l)ll e E,,}, n < (u. Thus, 9” is a disjoint collection of non-empty open subsets of 
I& for every n < o. Let us prove that 9 = &P,, In < o} is a v-base of the subspace 10, 
which should contradict the assumption that no non-empty open subset of X has a 
vdisjoint ?t-basq. Let x, y E 10, x < y, As we proved there exists an, I E T’ such that 
I s (x, y). Since D, is dense in (T’, S) there exists .&, E De such that J, E I (n K w). By 
the definition of the set E, there exists 1, E E,, such that 1” 2 Jn. As (T’, 2) is a tree we 
infer that for each n <w one has I G &, or 1, G I. Since D, are open in CT’, C) and 
since 
(o(& In < w}) n {I’ E T’~I’ E &J = fl 
there exists necessarily an n’ such that 1,~ I. Consequently, P = int(&) E SQ c 9 
and PG (x, y). ‘&us 9b is a w-base of the subspace 10. This finishes the proof of the 
theorem* U 
Question 6 in [7] reads: Is there absolutely aregular Tz Baire space of power w1 
without isolated points? In the same paper it was shown the non existence of an 
absolute Baire metric space of power 01 without isolated points. It follows from 
Section 1 and the following theorem that there is no absolute xample of linearly 
ordered space of power 01 withtaut isolated points. 
ewe 77~~ exists no Bake linearly ordered topabgical space 
of pawet w1 without isalated points. 
t 
e 
ct that IVIA + II @H implies that every 
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separable metric 
countable many 
implicitly proven 
Lemma 3.5. Lrrt Xbe Q Bak space without isc,kzredpoin& hatring arr-disjoint chase. 
Then there is ia pair X’, f such that: 
(a) X -X’ is Q cocznttzble union of Rowhew dense setzf ; 
(b) f is Q map fmm X0 to 2”, the Can&~ set; ~ 1 
(c) the preimage of a mwhem dense set of f?‘(X) is nowhen? dense in X. Cl 
4. On the nond.rchimedlan spacm 
A topological space X is non-Archimedian if there is a basis !B for the topology of 
,.X such that U and t’ in 3 imply that either U 2 V9 V 2 U or 0 n V = 8, Le. if X is 
;BR R-space in Kurepa’s ense (see [INYJB [I I]). 
Problem D12 in [ 151 reads: Is there a perfectly normal non-Archimedian space 
which is not metrizable? It is added at the same place that there is a (non-absolute) 
exampie of such space if we assume -TSH. As a matter of the fact, if X is ihe set of all 
branches of a Suslin tree T, then X with the basis {{b cXlb 3 s)lt E T} is a perfectly 
normal non-Archimedian space of weight ~1, which is not met&able. Here we are 
going to prove that there is no .&solute perfectly normal non-Archimedian space of 
weight 01 which is not metrizable. 
First we s.ralI prove the following. 
Lemma 4%. Let X be an aMrary perfedy normal non-Amhimedian space. met~ 
X is metrizable iff X has the Ko-property. 
Proof. Let X be a perfectly normai iron-Archimedian z;p~cc? and let dB be a ran&d 
basis of J(: W.1.o.g. assume that (Se, 1) is a tree (see, e g. [14]). Assume also that x1 
has the &-property and prove that X is metrizab 2. Let rs) = u[B, In c p3) bea dense 
subset of X such that 0, is discrete subspace of X, for every n <cu. Since X is 
perfectly normal non-Archimedian space it satisfies thp, first axiom of countability, 
hence for every x E D there exists a decreasing sequence (UTlpn <w)s 
form a base of x in X. Assume that VP nlP,, =: {x}, for every x E & Si 
ramified it is easy to see that Up ~7 WF =0, fat xfy, X,YEi& (n+U) 
l_J[( K ix E O,,l nz, n c o) form a Cr-disjJs; 11 t n-base of X, 
UP,!n < 0) c a be a a-disjoint w-base of )i, an ;1 let us prove that 
FOr this it is suficient to prove that each 9 is @discrete., Let V 
(Fi Ii < o) be: a system of closed sets in X L &r &at 
{U E %, 1 U n Fi f 8). Consequently, it suffices or, prove jt 
iC0. Let x42X. We m t! is 
ec hat W’ A 4!kr =
Hence we mav assume that X has a a-discrete v-base CP =:~$P,&Y <f3) G $9. For 
1 V-n (U9$) = %<or V E Pa]. c%s PH is a discrete coilec- 
veryn <ar.Let@, = set of al! z~minimal. e ements in
is a basis-of X what implies the 
Xforeveryn<o*LetxE V*E@ 
P is Ir-basis there are n’ < o and V’ E i& such thcrr,t 
the unique element which contains x. Let w prove that 
x E V G VO. Since 48) is ramified, i 1 opposite case one would have V 52 VO, 
hence V 2 V’, contrarily to the definition of the system $I,,#. This terminates the 
proof. a 
Theorem 4.2 (DA + 1wKII). Every perfectly normal ncan-Archimedian space of 
l 
weQ$lt 01. is metizaiilt?. 
Proof. kt X be any perfectly normal non-Archimedian space of we.ight ml, By 
virtue of Lemma 4.1 it suffices to prove that X has &&property. 4ssume the 
contrary, i.e. that X doesn’t have the &-property. Let 4JB be a ramified basis of X of 
powerol;againweassumethat (a, ~)isatree.Let SF=={ V~@lVisaJ&subspace 
of X}. Let 980 = the set of all z=minimal elements in9FI’; then C&90 is adisjoint system 
of open sets having the &-property each; therefore such is the subspace VO = L_B, 
a~ will. Let X0 -X - i& (+%). Then X0 is a non-Archimedian space with thle basis 
91x0, no element of which as a subspace isa &-space. Thus we may assume that 
X0 = X. Let us prove that (Se, 5) is @dense poset which is in contradiction with the 
Theorem 2.1. Otherwise there would be 1 system {l&In c o} of open dtsnse subsets 
of (Sa, C) with non dense intersection El9 i.e. there would exist VG E !B such that 
D n{ ‘I% Se) V E VO} = 8. Let & = the set of all z-minimal elements of Dn n 
{ VE al V E V&), for every n <CO. The readers may check easily, that 9 = 
U(P,,ln c O} its a cdisjoint In-base of the subspace Va, by this we obtain a 
contradiction q:with e a%umption that no U E @ is a &-space. This finishes the 
proof of the Tikeorem El 
In the proof of the preceding theorem we prove really the following. 
‘IMMw~ 4.3 (IN + I wKH), Every Tl non-Archimedian space of weight 01 I!ras Q 
a-disjoint duse. 
Example 4,4. Let S be a stationary costationary subset of w 1 s Let (as in Example @. 1) 
E be the set of all closed (in wl> subsets of $ which by the r elation 4 form an ol-tree, 
t .JC be the set of all branches of the h .ee (E, 4). ‘1 ?en X with the basis 
{{b IE X(b 3 t}l t e E) is a non-Arch: median spat e: (3f we t 2”? which has fl c? 
exktence of a whit 
c be natura 1, Fll’rom Secltiolla 1 a 
Note added in proof 
J.E. Bauxngartner (inWerated for&g”, to app~f) indepetidetitly constrwted a 
modal of MA+ 7 wKH, whik P.c, Davies (in “Small ,Bair6 &aces and crrdense 
partial orders”, Ph.D. Thesis, Univ. of Toronto, ‘1979) independently paved 
Theorem 2.1. 
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